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I.

INTRODUCTION

1.
The Third Workshop for the National Coordinators of the Yellow Card Scheme to review
the Yellow Card Scheme instruments and the enhanced Yellow Card Management Information
System (YC-MIS) was held from 24th to 26th June 2015, in Arusha, Tanzania, at the Naura
Springs Hotel.
II.

ATTENDANCE, OPENING OF THE MEETING, ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA AND
ORGANISATION OF WORK

Attendance
2.
Yellow Card Coordinators, YC-MIS National IT focal persons, Insurance and
Reinsurance Companies and Government representatives from Burundi, D R Congo, Djibouti,
Ethiopia, Kenya, Malawi, Rwanda, Sudan, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia and Zimbabwe attended
the meeting. The meeting was also attended by ZEP-RE who are the Pool Managers of the
Yellow Card Scheme. The list of participants is attached to this report as Annex I.
Opening of the meeting (Agenda item 1)
3.
The meeting was officially opened by Dr Edmond Mndolwa, Board Chairperson of the
Board of Directors of the National Insurance Corporation of Tanzania Limited. In his opening
remarks, he welcomed the participants to Arusha and wished them a pleasant stay.
4.
He commended the Insurance Industry in the COMESA Region for the role it has been
playing in ensuring successful implementation of the Yellow Card Scheme as a trade facilitation
instrument and expressed satisfaction on the achievements recorded by the Yellow Card
Scheme. He further underscored the need to periodically review the overall operations of the
Scheme for it to meet the challenges of the changing environment.
5.
He noted that there were challenges in the operations and administration of the Scheme
and in this regard, implored the Yellow Card Co-ordinators to take the challenges they were
facing and translate them into opportunities and use the workshop to come up with solutions to
address them. He also urged the IT Experts in attendance to take the opportunity to thoroughly
review the enhanced YC-MIS so that it is implemented in all Member States as it was the main
solution to most of the challenges the Scheme was facing.
6.
In conclusion he thanked the COMESA Secretariat for organizing the workshop in
Tanzania and wished all the participants fruitful deliberations and further asked them to find
time from their busy schedules to enjoy the hospitality of Arusha.
7.
Earlier on, the representative of the COMESA Secretariat, Mr. Berhane Giday, Chief
Programme Officer of the YC-RCTG Schemes, welcomed all the participants to the 3rd
Workshop for the National Coordinators of the Yellow Card Scheme. He also thanked the
National Bureau of Tanzania for hosting the workshop and called upon the workshop
participants to thoroughly review the Yellow Card instruments and the enhanced YC-MIS in
order to address the day to day challenges of the Yellow Card operations and make the
Scheme more competitive and increase the usage of the Yellow Card motor vehicle insurance
cover in the Region.
8.
The delegate from Zimbabwe, Mr Patrick Kusikwenyu, the Managing Director of
Sanctuary Insurance Company and the Chairperson of the National Bureau of Zimbabwe,
moved a vote of thanks on behalf of all the delegates. In passing his vote of thanks, he thanked
the Guest of Honour, Dr. Mndolwa for finding time from his busy schedule to come and open
the workshop. He also thanked the National Insurance Corporation of Tanzania Limited for
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hosting the workshop and the warm reception accorded to delegates since their arrival in
Tanzania. He then assured the Guest of Honour that the Workshop would be resolute and
come up with recommendations that would improve the operational efficiency of the Yellow
Card Scheme.
Adoption of the Agenda and Organisation of Work (Agenda item 2)
9.

The Workshop adopted the following Agenda:
1.

Opening of the Meeting;

2.

Adoption of the Agenda and Organisation of Work;

3.

Opportunities and Challenges of the Yellow Card Scheme;

4.

Presentation on issues affecting the Yellow Card Reinsurance Pool:
a. Delays in Claims Reimbursements,
b. Low earnings on investment funds and future investment options, and
c. The proposed dividend pay-out policy.

5.

Presentation on the Claims Issues;

6.

Presentation on the Enhanced Yellow Card Management Information System
(YC-MIS);

7.

Reviewing of the Yellow Card Scheme Instruments:
a. The Protocol on the Establishment of a Third Party Motor Vehicle Insurance
Scheme,
b. The Inter-Bureaux Agreement for the Implementation of the Third Party Motor
Vehicle Insurance Scheme,
c. The Manual on the Operations of the Yellow Card Scheme and Reinsurance
Pool,
d. Compendium of the Yellow Card Scheme, and
e. Rule of Procedures of the Council of Bureaux.

8.

Reviewing of the Reinsurance Pool of the Yellow Card Scheme:
a. The Constitution of the COMESA Yellow Card Reinsurance Pool,
b. The COMESA Yellow Card Reinsurance Pool Management Agreement; and
c. Rule of Procedures of the Technical Management Committee of the COMESA
Yellow Card Reinsurance Pool

9.

Any Other Business; and

10.
10.

Adoption of the Report and Closure of the Meeting.

The Workshop adopted the following working hours:
Wednesday 24th June 2015
Morning
:
Afternoon :

09.30 - 13.00 hours
14.00 - 18.00 hours

Thursday 25th June 2015
Morning

:

09.00 - 13.00 hours
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Afternoon

:

14.00 - 21.00 hours

Friday 26th May 2015
Afternoon
III.

:

16.00 – 17.00 hours (Adoption of the Report)

ACCOUNT OF PROCEEDINGS

Opportunities and Challenges of the Yellow Card Scheme (Agenda item 3)
11.
A representative of the Secretariat presented a power point presentation on the
Opportunities and Challenges of the Yellow Card scheme. In doing so, he highlighted the
developments, the progress achieved, challenges and opportunities faced in the operation and
administration of the Yellow Card scheme. He then urged the participants to thoroughly review
the Yellow Card instruments and the enhanced YC-MIS and come up with recommendations
that would meet the expectations of the motorists, road accident victims and other stakeholders
and enhance efficiency operations of the scheme.
Discussion
12.
The workshop noted the presentation with appreciation and in the ensuing discussions,
pointed out on the need to embrace the following:
a. The importance of using the mobile technology and YC-MIS to combat the issue of
forged Yellow Cards;
b. The need to enhance the capacity of the Secretariat and explore on the possibility
of commercializing the Yellow Card Scheme;
c. The need to address the problems of delayed claims reimbursement and the Pool
manager should visit National Bureaux to solve outstanding issues; and
d. Need to intensify on public awareness as the traffic rules on driving differ from
member Countries.
Presentation on the issues affecting the Yellow Card Reinsurance Pool (Agenda item 4)
13.

The Pool Managers presented documents numbered CS/YCRCTG/YCC/III/4i,ii,iii titled:
i. Delays in Claims Reimbursements;
ii. Low earnings on investment funds and future investment options; and
iii. The proposed dividend pay-out policy.

14.
In doing so, the Pool Managers informed the Workshop that the Challenges
encountered that led to delays in claims reimbursement were among others the following:
a) On Pool Claims
Receipt of claims advices from National Bureaux with inadequate information;
presentation of claims supporting documentation in languages other than English or
French; raising of the claim amount to the franchise threshold limit to enjoy the full
reimbursement from the Pool; submission of insufficient claims data leading to
inaccurate claims reserving to the Pool’s retrocessionaires; and non-reporting of
outstanding and paid Pool claims in good time.
b) On Inter-Bureaux Claims:
Non-refund of inter-bureaux claims by Issuing National Bureaux settled on their
behalf; accumulation of huge inter-bureaux claims amount for long periods and
seeking reimbursement at one go; and in some cases, Issuing Bureaux reimburse
directly to the Handling Bureaux but the Handling Bureaux claim the same
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reimbursement from the Pool Managers which could have led to double recovery if
necessary preventative measures were not taken.
15.
In the ensuing discussion the Workshop noted the proposals made by the Pool and
recommended as follows:
a. In order for the Pool Manager to discharge its functions efficiently and effectively,
National Bureaux should pay premium returns promptly;
b. The bodily injury claims indexing should be adopted at the level of Primary
Insurance Company/ National Bureaux; and
c. A study should be carried out by the Pool Managers and be submitted to the 39th
Meeting of the Technical Management Committee (TMC) of the Yellow Card
Reinsurance Pool to justify the Pool’s proposal of converting the “franchise” into a
“deductible”.
16.
On the investments, representative of the Pool Managers informed the Workshop that in
consideration of the fact that the Pool has witnessed positive growth in its investments over the
years, there was a need to consider extending on financial Instrument options that the Pool can
invest in and proposed the followings:
i.
ii.
iii.

Investment in Sovereign Bonds of Governments of Comesa and wider African
Region;
Investment in Real Estate within Comesa Region subject to a limit of 10% of Pool’s
total Investments; and
Investment in Equities of listed companies in the Region.

17.
The Workshop noted the proposed investment options and recommended them for
adoption by the Council of Bureaux.
18.
Regarding the presentation on the developed dividend pay-out policy, representative of
the Pool Managers informed the Workshop that in coming out with the policy, due consideration
was given to stability of profit and liquidity. The Workshop was also informed that during the last
five years, the Pool had continued generating profits and the cash cover of about 2.0 was
considered prudent. The Workshop further noted the financial implication of the various
dividend pay-out rates based on previous Pool performance.
19.
The Workshop was also informed that taking into account the Pool’s structure, it was
proposed that dividend be allocated based on the criterion of premium contribution, premium
settlement and claims paid.
Discussions
20.

In the discussion that followed the Workshop raised the following concerns:
a. The need to address the delays on claims reimbursement by the Pool Managers and
Issuing Bureaux which has been affecting the liquidity of handling Bureaux in claim
settlement; and
b. The need to finalize the dividend pay-out policy and urged the Pool Managers to
consider starting paying dividends to members.

21.
The Workshop noted the proposal made by the Pool Managers and recommended that
the criterion for allocation of dividends should be further discussed at the next TMC Meeting:
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Presentation on the Claims Issues (Agenda item 5)
22.
A
representative
of
the
Secretariat
presented
document
number
CS/YCRCTG/YCC/III/5: Presentation on the Claims Issues. In doing so, he informed the
Workshop that causes of delays in effecting reimbursement on the Inter- Bureaux claims were
among others; lack of prompt response in confirming validity of Yellow Cards; lack of prompt
claim settlement and reimbursement authorisations; challenges of obtaining proper claim
supporting documentations from Handling Bureaux; reluctance by some Issuing Bureaux to
fulfil their prompt claim reimbursement obligations; appointment of new Yellow Card
Coordinators/Officers without appropriate and adequate training; lack of proper understanding
in the interpretation of the Yellow Card Scheme Instruments; detention of vehicles in some
Member States; challenges of Foreign currency permit and sluggish bank remittance process
were the reasons for delaying inter-bureaux claim settlement and reimbursement processes.
23.
The Workshop noted the proposed solutions to address the problems and
recommended as follows:
a. National Bureaux should utilize the YC-MIS to track the real time information, validate
Yellow Cards issued and authorize settlement and reimbursement process;
b. Thorough Inter-Bureaux claims reconciliation exercise should be carried out for each
National Bureaux and Primary Insurance Companies, identify the reasons and address
accordingly;
c. National Bureaux should review their claim files monthly to expedite their claim handling
process, verify compliance to the procedures and enhance efficiency;
d. Pool Managers and National Bureaux should hold bilateral consultative meetings on the
issues of reimbursement of outstanding Inter-Bureaux claims, settlement of Pool’s
claims, premium returns, excess of loss premium, with the view to address them and
come up with the implementation road map;
e. The Pool Manager should refrain from providing clearing services to those Issuing
National Bureaux who owe more than US$ 50,000 Inter-Bureaux outstanding claim until
they meet their reimbursement obligations; and
f.

National Bureaux should open foreign currency accounts and designate an Accountant
Officer to address the challenges of foreign currency permit and sluggish bank
remittance process,

Report on the enhanced Yellow Card - Management Information System (Agenda item 6)
24.
A representative of the COMESA Secretariat presented document number
CS/YCRCTG/WKS/III/6: Report on the Enhanced Yellow Card Management Information
System (YC-MIS) and walked the Workshop through a live demonstration and highlighted the
features and functionalities of the system. He also informed the Workshop that the system had
been divided into seven modules.
25.
The workshop was further informed that the enhancement carried on the YC-MIS
included among others; the rebranding of the website, adding of the dashboard to show the
current status of operations in real time, online verification of accident notification, real time
validation of Yellow Card serial numbers, language tab to change between languages and
addition of reinsurance pool functionalities.
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26.
The Workshop was further informed that the enhanced Yellow Card Management
Information System (YC-MIS) could be accessed using the URL:https://ycmisnew.comesa.int/
Discussions
27.
In the discussion that followed the Workshop appreciated the enhancements being
made on the Yellow Card Management Information system (YC-MIS) and underscored the
importance of expediting the implementation of the system.
Consideration of Reports of Breakaway Sessions (Agenda items 7 & 8)
28.
In line with the organization of work adopted, the participtants were divided into four
breakaway sessions and considered the various Yellow Card Scheme and Reinsurance Pool
instruments as follows:
a.

Group one: Reviewed the following documents:
i. The Protocol on the Establishment of a Third Party Motor Vehicle Yellow Card
Insurance Scheme;
ii. The Inter-Bureaux Agreement for the Implementation of the Third Party Motor
Vehicle Insurance Scheme;
iii. Rules of Procedures of the Council of Bureaux; and
iv. The Yellow Card Compendium.

b.

Group two: Reviewed the Manual on the operations of the Yellow Card Scheme
and Reinsurance Pool.

c.

Group three: Reviewed the following instruments:
i. Constitution of the COMESA Yellow Card Reinsurance Pool;
ii. The COMESA Yellow Card Reinsurance Pool Management Agreement; and
iii. Rules of procedures of the Technical Management Committee of the COMESA
Yellow Card Scheme.

d.

Group four: Reviewed the enhanced Yellow Card Management Information
System (YC-MIS).

29.
The breakaway sessions held discussions and deliberated on the instruments item by
item and the enhanced Yellow Card Management Information System (YC-MIS) module by
module and made observations and recommenations. The rapporteurs of each group submitted
their reports for consideration by the plenary.
30.
The plenary considered the reports, made observations and recommendations as
follows:
GROUP ONE
31.
Recommendatons submitted by Group one and adopted by the Plenary were as
follows:
PROTOCOL ON THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A THIRD PARTY MOTOR VEHICLE
INSURANCE SCHEME
32.

The heading for chapter two of the Protocol should read as follows

“REGULATIONS CONCERNING THE COMESA YELLOW CARD.”
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33

The following provisions in the Protocol be deleted:
a. Item (c) of Article 14; and
b. Item (2) of Article 17.

34.
On Article 18 - Functions of the Council of Bureaux, Item (d) the typo error be
corrected to read as “Notified” instead of “Not6fied.”
Article 18 (d) should now read as “Settle disputes between two or more Bureaux as to the
implementation of the provisions of this Protocol. The decisions of the Council shall be notified
to the National Bureaux and the Council shall see to their execution. The decisions of the
Council shall be taken by simple majority. If no agreement is reached, the matter shall be
referred to the Policy Organs of the COMESA”
INTER-BUREAUX AGREEMENT FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE THIRD PARTY
MOTOR VEHICLE INSURANCE SCHEME
35.
Article 2, item (1) on Issuing of Yellow Cards: the proposed amendment to read as
“Each National Bureau shall supply Yellow Cards to its members, and the members shall issue
cards to their respective insurers.”
36.
Article 5, item (1) on Claims settlement authorization limit; the franchise limits be
corrected to read $ 15,000.
37.
Article 5, item (2) be amended to read as “The Handling Bureau shall submit all claim
supporting documents of settled claims equal or below COM$ 15, 000 per claim to the Issuing
Bureau for verification and authorization to seek reimbursement through the Pool Clearing
House Facility.”
38.
Articles 8, 9 and 10 were considered important for the efficient operations of the
Yellow Card Scheme but required evoking them so that members could start adhering to them.
Recommendation
39.
The Workshop to consider setting a cut off period by which all National Bureaux should
settle all outstanding claim reimbursements, and thereafter, start implementing the provisions of
Articles 8,9 and 10.
40.
Article 10: Need to capitalize “Handling Bureau” and convert the one month to thirty
(30) days. Article 10 should read as “The Issuing Bureau shall refund the Reinsurance Pool,
claims payment reimbursements effected on its behalf to the Handling Bureau, within thirty (30)
days from the date of advice of effecting reimbursement; and reimbursement not refunded
within thirty (30) days shall attract a simple interest charged at the ruling inter-bank rate.”
41.
On Article 18: Expiry of period of Insurance; should read as “Where the period on the
Yellow Card expires, the National Bureau in the country being visited, if requested shall assist
the vehicle owner or driver to obtain compulsory insurance of that Country, and may further
issue an extension of the Yellow Card cover if the motorist is proceeding to other
COMESA member Countries other than his / her Country of origin.”
42.
Article 22 - Communication: Include the Arabic language and the Article should read as
“All communications between handling Bureaux and the Issuing Bureaux shall be made in the
COMESA official languages (French, English and Arabic) which should facilitate
communication.”
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RULES OF PROCEDURES OF THE COUNCIL OF BUREAUX
43.
Rule 4: Officers of the Council - amend Item (1) of rule 4 to read as “At the beginning
of each annual meeting, the Council shall elect from among its members, a Chairman, a ViceChairman and a Rapporteur who shall hold office for one year on rotational basis.”
44.
Rule 4, Item (2) be deleted.
.
45.
Rule 4, Item (4) be amended to read as “If the office of the Chairman or Vice Chairman
is due to expire at any time when an extra-ordinary meeting of the Council is being held, that
member shall continue in office until the conclusion of the Meeting.”
46.
Rule 5, item (2) be amended and read as “The Council may hold extra ordinary
meetings at the request of any member and such requests shall be sent to the Council
Secretariat”
47.
Rule 7, item (1) delete the word “together” and be replaced by the phrase “at the
same time.” The Article then should read “the Chairman shall cause the Secretariat to prepare
a Provisional Agenda for each meeting of the Council and shall cause such Agenda to be
transmitted to each member at the same time.”
48.
Rule 10, item (3) be rephrased to read as “Proposals or draft resolutions submitted for
consideration at a Council Meeting shall be submitted in writing and circulated by the Chairman
to the members at least a day before the meeting.”
49.
Rule 10, item (5) - Correct the typo error from “coy” to “copy” the Article then, to read
as “Any proposal to amend a proposal or a draft resolution may be submitted without notice,
provided a copy shall be submitted to the Secretariat prior to its introduction and a decision
shall be made thereupon prior to the vote on the proposal or draft resolution.”
50.

On Rule 12 - include the Arabic language

THE YELLOW CARD COMPENDIUM
51.
The Workshop noted with appreciation the drafted 3rd Edition of the Yellow Card
Compendium and made the following observations and editorial corrections:
i. The document should be numbered;
ii. The document sections should be correctly numbered i.e. 1 - Preamble; 2 – The
Yellow Card Scheme; 3 - Yellow Card Reinsurance Pool; 4 - Yellow Card Information
Management System etc.
iii. Update the information contents on document to reflect the current status;
iv. The enhanced YC-MIS has been reported to have seven (7) modules but the
compendium says six (6) modules. This needs to be corrected; and
v. Reinsurance Pool figures need to be verified and updated.
Recommendations
52.
The Workshop employed the need for the Scheme to have such kind of a document as
it would make information on the operations of the Scheme in other Member States easily
available and recommended among others the following:
i.

The Secretariat to push Member Bureaux that had not yet provided their country
information to do so;
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ii.

The YC-MIS access link should be the same as the one reported to host the
enhanced YC-MIS; and
Urged the Secretariat to make the document available both in hard and soft
copies and that it should be uploaded on the Yellow Card Scheme website.

iii.
Discussion

53.
In the discussion that ensued, the Workshop emphasised on the need to maintain
consistency of terminology used in Yellow Card instruments and advised that the word
“Chairman” be replaced by “Chairperson”.
GROUP TWO
54.

Recommendations submitted by Group two and adopted by the Plenary were as follows:

SECTION I – UNDERWRITING – GENERAL DIRECTIVE
55.

On Section 1.1 the following amendments were proposed:
i.
ii.

Item 1.1.1, the Group required clarification on the use of the terms “National Laws or
regulations;” and
Item 1.9.2 To increase the premium cession from 30% to 40% subject to the Pool
providing a qualified study report to support the proposal.

SECTION II – UNDERWRITING – PROCEDURES
Recommendations
56.
The Workshop adopted the recommendation that in order to avoid any situation where
lawyers would give different interpretations of the terms “law in force” and “laws and
regulations” there was need to seek legal interpretation of the two terms used.
57.
Seek appropriate guidance on Sections 2.2.2 a) i) & ii) and 2.2.3 b) ii) on the
appropriate additional premium to be charged in view of the increased limits on additional
property damage and medical expenses covers.
58.
The Workshop adopted the addition of Item 2.10.3 on Section 2.10 Cancellation of
the Card and the adopted Item 2.10.3 to read as:
“Upon cancellation of the Primary Policy, Yellow Cards may be cancelled subject to
payment of short-term premiums provided there shall be no claim lodged. If a claim is
lodged on the Yellow Card to be cancelled, there shall be on premium refund.”
59.
On Section 2.12 Reinsurance Pool, Item 2.12.3, the Workshop adopted the changes
and Item 2.12.3 to read as “Member Insurance Companies and National Bureaux must submit
to the pool settlement of premium returns within two months.”
60.
Adopted the proposed addition of Item 2.12.7 and the additional item to read as
“The National shall decline to issue Yellow Cards to Primary Insurance Companies who
fail to settle Yellow Card returns for more than two (2) months.”
SECTION III – CLAIMS – GENERAL DIRECTIVES
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61.
The Workshop adopted the proposal for inclusion of a sentiment at the end of Section
3.7 as “National Bureaux should buy a written share of at least 2% of the retrocession
cover for the pool.”
62.
On Section 3.11 Reinsurance Pool Claims, Item 3.11.3 - Cash call: the Workshop
adopted the proposal to replace the franchise with a deductible and increase the premium
cession to 40% upon the Pool Managers providing a detailed report to the Technical
Management Committee in order to facilitate the use of cash call provision in settlement of
large claims.
63.
The Workshop adopted the inclusion of Item 3.11.5 which shall read as “ The Issuing
National Bureau shall reimburse the Reinsurance Pool all Inter-Bureaux claims paid on
its behalf within three (3) months on receipt of the debit note.”
64.

The Workshop adopted the inclusion of the following sectional items:
3.11.6 to read as “ The Reinsurance Pool shall charge interest for claims not
reimbursed by the Issuing Bureau within three (3) months;”
3.11.7 to read as “In case the Issuing Bureau fails to reimburse the Reinsurance
Pool for more than one (1) year, and all other means of recovery fail, the Pool
Managers shall travel to the concerned Bureau;” and
3.11.10 to read as “ In case after the Pool travel and negotiations, the Issuing
Bureau fails to reimburse the Reinsurance Pool, the Pool Managers shall forward
the issue to the Council of Bureaux Secretariat for necessary action and Council of
Bureaux decision.”

SECTION VI. OBLIGATIONS
65.
The Workshop adopted the inclusion of Item c) to read as “Cease with immediate
effect supplying new Yellow Cards for issuing to Members who have not settled claims
paid on their behalf.”
Discussions
66.
In the discussion that ensued, the following clarifications were sought from the
Workshop:
i.
How the handling fees were to be paid;
ii.
Selling of Yellow Cards by Agents / Brokers at border points;
iii.
Manual needed to tally with the changed Article 5 of the Inter-Bureaux Agreement;
iv.
The reasonable clearing service fee to be paid to the Pool;
v.
Communication language for Yellow Card documents between Bureaux and the
Pool Managers; and
vi.
If decisions of the 28th Meeting of the Council of Bureaux on issuance of Yellow
Card cover to non- resident motorists had been incorporated in the
Manual.
67.
In response to the concerns raised, after some deliberations, the Workshop was
informed as follows:
i.

Handling fees should be treated as part of the claims and that it should be paid at
the time of settling the reimbursement;
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ii.

Clarification was given by the delegate from Uganda that the National Bureau of
Uganda was issuing Yellow Card at some border posts because they have
designated NIC branch offices and that issuance was not done through brokers or
Agents;
The Manual should always tally with the Provisions of Article 5 of the Inter- Bureaux
agreement;
The Manual provides clear guidance that communication should be in the COMESA
official language of the recipient of the document for prompt response but however,
National Bureaux were at liberty to enter into bilateral agreements on how such
documents should be communicated provided they are in agreement as the case is
with Djibouti / Ethiopia; and
The Workshop was informed that the decisions of the 28th Meeting of the Council of
Bureaux on issuance of Yellow Cards to non-resident motorists were incorporated
into the manual.

iii.
iv.

v.

GROUP THREE
68.

Recommendations submitted by Group three and adopted by the Plenary:

Constitution of the COMESA Yellow Card Reinsurance Pool
69.

ARTICLE 5 - Organs of the pool: To be amended and read as follows:
i.
ii.

The Council of the Bureaux (Replacing the General assembly); and
The Management Committee (MC) (Replacing the Technical Management
Committee).

70.
The above amendments to be reflected in the definitions and any reference to General
Assembly and Technical Management Committee thereafter the document will be replaced
accordingly.
71.
ARTICLE 7: the MC Composition, Functions and Meetings - The MC to ideally serve as
the Board of the Pool and the Yellow Card Scheme. The following additional tasks were
proposed and adopted:
i.

The MC shall review the performance of the Pool Manager according to
approved annual work program;

ii.

The MC shall monitor National Bureaux performance and give direction. The
National Bureaux shall submit their annual financial performance reports to the
MC for review;

iii.

The MC shall have the authority to allocate funds, not exceeding US $100,000,
to activities that will facilitate growth of the Yellow Card Scheme; and

iv.

The MC shall consider and give guidance on claim issues where matters have
failed to be amicably resolved through bilateral discussions and intervention of
Secretariat and Pool Managers.

72.
ARTICLE 8: The Manager - The renewal of contract of the Pool Manager to be
subjected to satisfactory performance.
73.
ARTICLE 19: Official languages - The Arabic language to replace the Portuguese and
the Article to read “English, French and Arabic.”
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74.
ARTICLE 22: Interim Arrangements - The Article to be rephrased and read “Until the
Committee is duly constituted, the Chairperson of the Council of Bureaux shall convene
the first meeting which shall constitute the Committee and consider such other matters
as are necessary for the Pool to start operations.”
REVIEW OF THE YC REINSURANCE POOL MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT
75.

In light of the claims experience, members were of the view that:
i.
ii.

Cession should increase from 30% to 40%; and
Franchise of $15,000 should be changed to deductible, subject to the Pool
Managers coming up with a proposal to justify the above changes.

Recommendation
76.
The Workshop adopted the recommendation that the clearing agency facility should
have a limit of $100,000 for any one Bureau.
77.
ARTICLE 8, Item (3): Additional functions - The Workshop also adopted the following
tasks for the Pool Managers:
i.

The Manager shall submit annual work plan and annual activity report to the MC for
review and approval;

ii.

Add Item 8 (h) - Adopt Yellow Card Management Information System (YC-MIS)
Computerisation as the approved way of conducting Yellow Card business; and

iii.

8(i) Item h to be I.

78.
ARTICLE 9, MANAGEMENT FEE (COMMISSION): adopted the provision that
Members shall pay to the Managers a fixed management fee at a rate of 10% subject to a
maximum of $200,000, any amount over and above shall be based on performance evaluated
on the following:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
79.

Performance of annual activities according to the work plan;
Investment return;
Foreign exchange gain or loss; and
Profit of the pool.
ARTICLE 10 - BANK ACCOUNTS

Recommendation:
80.
The Workshop adopted the recommendation that National Bureaux to maintain Dollar
accounts to avoid exchange losses.
81.

ARTICLE 12: Adopted the amendment of the amount to read “$15,000.”

REVIEW OF RULES OF PROCEDURES OF THE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE (MC)
COMPOSITION AND APPOINTMENT
82.
The Workshop considered and adopted the addition of a new Rule No 5 to read as
“Any member not elected to the MC who wishes to attend meetings may attend as
observer and by covering their own expenses.”
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83.
RULE 9: The Workshop adopted the amendment such as: The meetings
……………………..on rotational basis amongst members of the MC………………
84.
RULE 15: Quorum: The Workshop adopted the amendment on Rule 15 to include:
Quorum shall be simple majority.
85.
RULE 38: Adopted the amendment on the working languages of the Committee to
English, French and Arabic.
GENERAL RECOMMENDATION
86.
The Workshop also adopted the recommendation that the whole arrangement
(Administrative, Technical and Institutional) must be studied with a view to commercialise the
whole operation.
GROUP FOUR
87.
The Plenary noted the presentation from Group four (4) on the review of the enhanced
Yellow Card Management Information System (YC-MIS) and after discussion on the issues and
concerns, the following were agreed:
Recommendations
88.

Home Page
a) The Interact Section
i. Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) section be included where questions about the
scheme will be posted and allow respective National Bureaus rights to respond to
questions asked;
ii. Links to access Social media sites where users can interact;
iii. Enquiries section where users can post questions that will be sent to the respective
National Bureaux; and
iv. A forum should be added where queries can be added
b) Page Layout- It was observed that the slide show took up a big part of the page and
suggested that the slide show be reduced to accommodate more relevant
information.

89.

90.

Login
Secure Login- It was revealed that SSL was used to eliminate security concerns
Settings
i. Exchange Rate- There is need to add a function where the exchange rate will be
updated from on agreed intervals;
ii. User Password Resets- There is need to add a feature where I.T Experts can reset
user passwords from;
iii. Auto Population- New users’ common details like Branch Physical Address, Postal
address, Phone number, Fax should automatically be populated once the user
branch is selected, instead of having the I.T expert enter common details for all new
users. There is also a need to minimize the number of fields to be entered e.g
country when adding new users; and
iv. System Access Rights- National I.T Focal Person rights should be given depending
on national bureau policies, grant some National IT Focal Persons absolute access
rights to some and limited to others.
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91.

Stock Requisitions
i. System should automatically send an email notification to the NB after the PIC
requests for stock;
ii. Enable National Coordinators to be able to delete multiple unsupplied book requests
to avoid having a lot of unsupplied requests from the PICs;
iii. Enable the PICs to edit or cancel unsupplied book requests;
iv. When receiving books, after successfully receiving let the window automatically
close;
v. Stock List not detailed - The stock lists in the current system do not give details of the
individual cards in the book and their condition. The user should be able to drill down
the book to view the cards in the book and see information like the condition of the
book, if the card was issued and to whom it was; and
vi. The re-order level should be set per Bureau and warnings flash on the screen to
users when the re-order level is approaching.

92.

Issuance
i. The system should automatically input the country code on the card serial number
based on the user entering;
ii. After integrating the YC-MIS with the PIC systems, the YC-MIS should be able to
lookup policy details when the policy number has just been input, to avoid
duplication;
iii. The system should check for and verify the primary cover period before submission;
iv. There should be provision to preview the card details prior to submission;
v. Rates table should be included for premium calculation in the system;
vi. Include the number of passengers’ field in the system and recommend that it be
included on the manual card;
vii. Replacements of cards should be included in the system; and
viii. Fleet issuance still needs attention.

93.

Printing
i. Find space on the card to have the countries printed from as it is the main part with
alignment issues. This will be a temporary measure until new redesigned cards are
issued; and
ii. Proposed to have the cards to be printed on modified A4 paper with the cut mark
which can be used both manually or printed on.

94.

Cession Operations
i. Should show the expected returns from each PIC to the National Bureau; and
ii. Premium Payments to be modified to calculate the Total Premium Amount, 30%
Premium Cession, 5% reinsurance commission, Amount Paid, and Balance

95.

Claims- Incident notification should be renamed to accident notification.

96.

Implementation Schedule
Activity
Development
Testing
Data migration
Training of trainers Workshop
Training of users
Review user manual
Rollout

Duration
Date (2015)
4-8 Weeks
1st July – 26th August
2 weeks
27th August – 9th September
2 weeks
10th – 24th September
3 days
25th – 28th September
2 weeks
29th – 11th October
1 week
12th – 19th October
th
20 of October 2015
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97.
System maintenance and review
YC-MIS IT focal persons and Business Analysts (Insurance Experts) should be holding review
workshops of progress made on the enhanced YC-MIS every six months.
Any other Business (Agenda item 9)
98. There was no any other business.
Adoption of the report and closure of the meeting (Agenda item 10)

99.

The Meeting considered the draft report paragraph by paragraph and adopted the report
after making some amendments.
100.
At the close of the meeting, the delegate from the National Bureau of Djibouti, Mr.
Mohamed Safi Seyadou, Insurance Supervisor thanked the Government of Tanzania and
people of Tanzania for the warm hospitality extended to the delegates during their stay in
Arusha. He also thanked the National Bureau of Tanzania, National Insurance Corporation of
Tanzania Limited for hosting the workshop and for the excellent facilities offered to the
delegates. Mr. Seyadou commended the Chairperson for the manner he guided the meeting
deliberations, he further thanked the COMESA Secretariat for the good organization of the
meeting, the delegates for having found time to attend the meeting and for their valuable
contributions made during the deliberations.
101. In closing the meeting, the Chairperson thanked all the delegates for their valuable
contributions and wished them a safe journey to their respective Countries.
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Annex I
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
BURUNDI
Nirema Deo, Chef du Service Product Automobile, BICOR.SA Insurance, B. P. 2377,
Bujumbura, Tel: +254 77902987, Fax: +257 22222801, Email: deo@bicor.bi
Nibizi Chantal, IT Expert, SOCABU, B. P. 2400, Bujurmbura, Tel: +257 79939459/+257
2229119, Fax: +257 22226803, Email: nibizi30@yahoo.fr; Chantal@socabu-assurances.com
Baregeranye Pierre Claver, Technical Manager, SOCABU, P O Box 2440, Tel: +257
77787500/+257 22209000, Fax: +257 22226803, Email: pcbaregeranye@yahoo.fr
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO
Bushiri Ramazani, Directeur De La Region Sud/Est (SONAS), Societe Nationale D’Assurances
(SONAS), Tel: +243 999932272, Email: bushirir@yahoo.fr; bushiriamazani@gmail.com
Mparanyi Cimalamungo Arsene, Responsible de Gestion Des Statistique Des Productions
(Branches & COMESA), Ministere Finances, Tel: +243 998208278, Email:
cimalamungo@live.fr
Malika Boloki, Chef De Division/SONAS, Ministere Finances, Tel: +243 999462888, Email:
bobomalika@yahoo.fr
Thrionet Mosilonge Monola, Chef de Division, SONAS SA Agence D’Aru, Tel: +243 810078297,
Fax: +243 994583538, Email: Arusonas@yahoo.fr
Kapongo Abdoul Coco, Fonde De Pouvoir Technique, Tel: +243 997031972, Email:
cocokappongo@yahoo.fr
Mahemu Masumbuko Jean, Resp. Technique, Ministere Finances & Portefeuille, B. P. 218,
Goma; Tel: +243 994016632, Email: gomasonas@yahoo.fr
DJIBOUTI
Mohamed Aden Aboubaker, Directeur, Tél: +253 77870934, Fax : +253 21356878, E-mail :
directeur.m@amerga.com
Mohamed Safi Seyadou, Insurance Supervisor, Ministry of Finance, Tel: +253 21352801,
Email: medsafi2000@yahoo.com
ETHIOPIA
Amanuel Wendmu, Zengu, Database Administrator, Ethiopian Insurance Corporation, P.O. Box
2545 Addis Ababa, Tel: +251 913266552, Email: amiyeic@gmail.com
Wubalem Habtamu Dagne, Reinsurance and Branch Operation Principal Expert, Nile Insurance
Company, Tel: +251 911381525/+251 114425856, Fax: +251 114426008, Email:
nilereins@gmail.com; wubmoon@gmail.com;
Fikry Abdul Mejid Abdul Aziz, Ethiopian Insurance Corporation, Yellow Card National
Coordinator,
Tel:
+251
911217152,
Email:
fikryabdulmejid@yahoo.com;
comesaycard@ethionet.et
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Asmiya Gebregiorgis Tedla, Ethiopian Insurance Corporation, Tel: +251 913332045, Fax: +251
115524846, Email: asmiggz@gmail.com
KENYA
William Kiama, Manager, Association of Kenya Insurers, P.O. Box 8516-00200, Nairobi, Tel:
+254 721246375, Email: William.kiama@akinsure.com
Robert Simiyu Namunane, Yellow Card Coordinator, Kenya Reinsurance Corporation, P.O. Box
30271, Nairobi, Tel: +254 722800098, Email: namunane@kenyare.co.ke
Gladys Wanjiru Ruigu, Underwriting Trainee, Kenya Reinsurance Corporation, P.O. Box 3027100100, Tel: +254 703083326, Email: ruigu@kenyare.co.ke
Joyce Kathhure Matumo, Icealion General Insurance Company Limited, P.O. Box 3019000100, Nairobi, Tel: +254 722469495, Email: joyce.matumo@icealion.com
Jackson Mwangi Mugo, P.O. Box 43241-00100, Nairobi, Tel: +254 720007751, Email:
jkmwa@yahoo.com
John Mirii Karanja, Assistant Underwriting Executive – Reinsurance, Kenya Orient Insurance
Limited, P.O. Box 34530-00100, Tel: +254 725647503/+254 202961000/190, Email:
jkaranja@korient.co.ke
Stephen Warui Kangamgi, Manager – Underwriting, Heritage Insurance, P.O. Box 3039000100, Nairobi, Tel: +254 202783000/+254 20722551983, Fax: +254 202777800, Email:
stephen.warui@heritage.co.ke
Gladys Wanjiru Ruigu, Underwriter, Kenya Reinsurance Corporation, P.O. Box 30271-00100,
Tel: +254 703083326, Fax: +254 202223944, Email: ruigu@kenyare.co.ke
MALAWI
Dorothy Chapeyama, Member of National Bureau of Malawi, Insurance Association of Malawi,
P. O. Box 1021, Blantyre, Tel: +265 999960401, Fax: +265 1821887, Email:
dchapeyama@reunioninsurance.com
RWANDA
Niyokwizerwa
Elie
Sonarwa,
1035,
Kigali,
elie.niyokwizerwa@sonarwa.co.rw; nexipe@yahoo.fr

Tel:

+250

788868456,

Email:

SUDAN
Elham El Sharif Abdoun, Alsalama Insurance Company, P.O. Box 803, Tel: +249 183772823,
Khartoum, Fax: +249 183772862, Email: homa.abdoun@gmail.com
Mohamed Sati Ali Hamad, Assistant General Manager, Taáwunia Insurance, Great Mosque
Avenue, Khartoum, Tel: +249 123130266, Email: sattitood@gmail.com
Alaedin Elamin Dafa Allah Omer, Taáwunia Insurance, Tel: +249 123095524, Email:
Alaedin37@jmail.com
Abdelrahman Mohamed Ali, Khartoum Islamic Insurance, Tel: 249 912331092, Fax: +249
183768906, Email: a.mohamedali@islamicsur.com
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Ismail Gadain Ismail, Sheikan Insurance Company, P.O. Box 10037, Khartoum, Tel: +249
912495665, Fax: +249 249784479, Email: comeaycard@sheikanins.sd
TANZANIA
Samuel Kamanga, Managing Director, National Insurance Corporation of (T) Ltd, P O Box
9264, Dar Es Salaam, Tel: +255 715761167, +255 222113825, +255 784761167 Fax: +255
222113403, E-mail: sam.kamanga@nictanzania.co.tz
Stella Rutaguza, Zonal Manager, Tanzania Insurance Regulatory Authority, P. O. Box 15468,
Arusha, Tel: +255 272549145/+255 784888227, Fax: +255 272549145, Email:
srutaguza@tira.go.tz
Godwin N. Ole Kambainei, Branch Manager (NIC of (T) Ltd), National Insurance Corporation of
(T)
Ltd,
P.
O.
Box
3090,
Arusha,
Tel:
255
784944609,
Email:
godwin.kambainei@nictanzania.co.tz
Immaculate Jerome Morro, PIO COMESA Yellow Card Coordinator, National Insurance
Corporation of (T) Limited, P.O Box 9264, Dar Es Salaam, Tel: +255 758405511, +255
784405511, Fax: +255 222113403, Email: immaculate.morro@nictanzania.co.tz
Joseph Filex Mallya, Insurance Officer, National Insurance Corporation of (T) Ltd, P.O. Box
3090, Arusha, Tel: 255 767627657/+255 717627657, Email: joseph.mallya@nictanzania.co.tz
Bakar Yusuf, Computer Systems Analyst (CSA), National Insurance Corporation (NIC), P.O.
Box 9264, Dar es Salaam, Tel: +255 713688522, Email: bakar.yusuf@nictanzania.co.tz
Florence Samuel Moshi, Administrative Officer (NIC of (T) Ltd), National Insurance Corporation
of Tanzania, P.O. Box 9364, Dar es Salaam, Tel: +255 767641236, Email:
million_s@yahoo.com
Lupia Abraham Augusto, Lawyer (Legal Officer), National Insurance Corporation of Tanzania,
P.O. Box 9264, Dar es Salaam, Tel: +255 754917270/ +255 715917270, Email:
lupia.abraham@nictanzania.co.tz
Mwanaidi Shaban Shemweta, Head of Public Relations – NIC of (T) Ltd, National Insurance
Corporation (T) Ltd, P.O. Box 9264, Dar es Salaam, Tel: +255 784944075, Email:
mwanaidi.shemweta@nictanzania.co.tz
Mohamey Aben Aboshbarer, President du Bureau Nationale, Tel: +253 77810934, Email:
direction.m@amaga.com
Hollo Kazi, National Insurance Corporation of (T) Ltd, P.O. Box 9264, Dar es Salaam, Tel: +255
767581638, Email: hollo.kazi@nictanzania.co.tz
Najat Hussein, National Insurance Corporation of (T) Ltd, P.O. Box 9264, Dar es Salaam, Tel:
+255 754453128, Email nhussein@yahoo.com; najat.hussein@niztanzania.co.tz
UGANDA
David Okello, Assistant Manager ICT, National Insurance Corporation, P.O Box 7134,
Kampala, Tel: +256 417119900, Email: dokello@nic.co.ug
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Stella Ajilong, Manager Underwriting, National Insurance Corporation, P.O Box 7134, Kampala,
Tel: +256 417119900, Fax: +256 259925, Email: nic@nic.co.ug
ZAMBIA
Catherine M. K. Mpandamwike, Zambia National Bureau Coordinator, ZSIC General Insurance
Company, P.O. Box 30894, Tel: +260 979124700, Email: cmpandamwike@zsicgi.co.zm
Mervis Muwowo Ndumba, Superintendent – Underwriting, ZSIC General Insurance, P.O. Box
30894, Lusaka, Tel: +260 977849283, Email: mndumba@zsicgi.co.zm
Chutu Mulenga, Senior Technician (Underwriting), NICO Insurance Zambia Ltd, P.O. Box
32825, Lusaka, Tel: +260 977324108, Email: cmulenga@nicoinsurance.co.zm
Lubinda Akamandisa, IT Officer, ZSIC General Insurance, P.O. Box 30894, Lusaka, Tel: +260
977864001, Email: lakamandisa@zsicgi.co.zm
ZIMBABWE
Patrick Munyaradu Kusikwenyu, Chairman N.B.Z, Sanctuary Insurance Co, 15 Princes Road
Belvedere Harare, Tel: +263 772695 366, E-mail: Patrick@sanctuary.co.zw
Mr Sam Samu, National Coordinator/IT Focal Person, Insurance Council of Zimbabwe, 4 Josiah
Tongogara Avenue, Harare, Tel: +263 776890897, Fax: +263 4708032, Email:
samu@icz.co.zw
ZEP-RE (PTA REINSURANCE COMPANY)
Charles M. Obae, Underwriter, ZEP-RE (PTA Reinsurance Company), P.O. Box 42769-00100,
Nairobi, Tel: +254 2973000, Email: cobae@zep-re.com
David K. Njege, Accountant, ZEP-RE (PTA Reinsurance Co), P.O. Box 42769-00100, Nairobi,
Tel: +254 2973000, Email: dnjege@zep-re.com
INTERPRETERS
Michel Zagabe, Freelance Interpreter, Tel: +255 672375486, Email: michelzagabe@yahoo.com
Patrician Njeru Mugambi, Freelance Interpreter, P.O.Box 61052-00200, Nairobi, Tel: +254
720808715, Email: patricia.mugambi@gmail.com

COMESA Secretariat, Ben Bella Road, P O Box 30051, Lusaka, Tel: +260 211 229725-30,
Fax: +260 211 225107, Email: secgen@comesa.int
Berhane Giday, Chief Programme Officer, (YC-RCTG) Email: bgiday@comesa.int
Debebe Tamene, Senior Insurance Expert, Email: dtamene@comesa.int
Kelvin Chisongo, Insurance Expert, Email: kchisongo@comesa.int
Musa Tondolo, Information Technology Expert, Email: mtondolo@comesa.int
Emma Kandeo, Administrative Secretary, Email: ekandeo@comesa.int

